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Abstract: Remote sensing based estimation of evapotranspiration (ET) provides a direct accounting
of the crop water use. However, the use of satellite data has generally required that a compromise
between spatial and temporal resolution is made, i.e., one could obtain low spatial resolution data
regularly, or high spatial resolution occasionally. As a consequence, this spatiotemporal trade-off
has tended to limit the impact of remote sensing for precision agricultural applications. With the
recent emergence of constellations of small CubeSat-based satellite systems, these constraints are
rapidly being removed, such that daily 3 m resolution optical data are now a reality for earth
observation. Such advances provide an opportunity to develop new earth system monitoring and
assessment tools. In this manuscript we evaluate the capacity of CubeSats to advance the estimation
of ET via application of the Priestley-Taylor Jet Propulsion Laboratory (PT-JPL) retrieval model. To
take advantage of the high-spatiotemporal resolution afforded by these systems, we have integrated
a CubeSat derived leaf area index as a forcing variable into PT-JPL, as well as modified key
biophysical model parameters. We evaluate model performance over an irrigated farmland in Saudi
Arabia using observations from an eddy covariance tower. Crop water use retrievals were also
compared against measured irrigation from an in-line flow meter installed within a center-pivot
system. To leverage the high spatial resolution of the CubeSat imagery, PT-JPL retrievals were
integrated over the source area of the eddy covariance footprint, to allow an equivalent
intercomparison. Apart from offering new precision agricultural insights into farm operations and
management, the 3 m resolution ET retrievals were shown to explain 86% of the observed variability
and provide a relative RMSE of 32.9% for irrigated maize, comparable to previously reported
satellite-based retrievals. An observed underestimation was diagnosed as a possible
misrepresentation of the local surface moisture status, highlighting the challenge of high-resolution
modeling applications for precision agriculture and informing future research directions. .
Keywords: CubeSats; evapotranspiration; PT-JPL; remote sensing; Saudi Arabia; high-resolution;
precision agriculture
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By the year 2050, agricultural water use can be expected to increase in order to meet the food
production demands required to feed a growing population [1]. Globally, about 72% of freshwater
withdrawals are currently being used for agricultural purposes [2]. While only accounting for 16% of
all agricultural lands, crops under irrigation produce almost forty per cent of total production [3],
representing a vital element of global food security. With increasing water demands across all sectors,
hydrological systems are already facing pressure to supply the water needed for existing irrigation
activities [4], let alone those that may be required in the future. Indeed, groundwater provides nearly
43% towards irrigated agriculture [5]. It has been proposed that much of the increased demand in
water resources can be met by a commensurate increase in irrigation efficiency [6]. However,
achieving this is not trivial as it would require significant capital investment to upgrade existing
infrastructure and irrigation techniques.
To design effective water management strategies and to accurately model and optimize the use
of agricultural water resources requires a clear understanding and quantification of the water fluxes
[7]. Terrestrial evapotranspiration (ET) represents the transfer of water from the soil, canopy
interception and canopy transpiration into the atmosphere [8] and is one of the most important
components of the water budget. In water-limited regions, where by definition precipitation is
insufficient to meet the potential ET [9], the monitoring and modeling of water fluxes is especially
important. When agriculture is active in such environments, ET is generally the predominant
component of the water balance and provides direct insight into the crop water use.
ET can be derived using modeling approaches, in which vegetation parameters, meteorological
and radiative information and surface properties are combined to provide surface specific
descriptions. Indeed, there exists a wide range of models that have been proposed for estimating
evaporative fluxes at the land surface, each of which has distinct data requirements and associated
accuracies [8,10–12]. Even after many decades of model development and evaluation, there remains
no clear consensus on the best performing model [13–15]. A common basis underlying many of these
models is the concept of heat and vapor transport from the surface to the atmosphere: a process
described by Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [16]. One approach to flux estimation is through the
use of energy balance models [17–20], which commonly derive ET as a residual of the surface energy
equation, and treat the surface as either a homogeneous unit or as a mixture composed of soil and
vegetation. However, despite being physically based, these models are often sensitive to the accuracy
of estimated variables, including surface temperature and aerodynamic resistances. In the case of
surface temperature, separation of the radiometric temperature into soil and vegetation components
may be required, which can be challenging [21]. In addition, surface heterogeneity introduces errors
into the calculation of aerodynamic resistances that are not well understood [22,23]. Another
approach is to estimate ET by using the Penman-Monteith combination equation [24,25], which
avoids the use of surface temperature, but still requires calculation of resistance terms. A further
simplification of the Penman-Monteith method yields the Priestley-Taylor (PT) equation [26],
providing an estimate of the potential ET without requiring direct knowledge of the aerodynamic
resistances to heat transport. Fisher et al. [27] developed a modified approach (referred to as the
Priestley-Taylor Jet Propulsion Laboratory model; PT-JPL), that introduced biophysical multipliers
to scale potential ET to actual ET using a minimum amount of meteorological data and vegetation
parameters derived from optical satellite imagery. The model has been employed at various spatial
and temporal resolutions [13–15] and has shown good performance across a variety of different
biomes [28–32]. It is also the primary ET retrieval algorithm for NASA’s ECOSTRESS mission [33].
While direct estimation of ET can be obtained at the local scale from a range of in situ devices,
such as eddy covariance systems, lysimeters, scintillometers, and sap-flow meters [34], these
instruments only provide point scale responses and are therefore not generally representative of
larger scales [8]. Unfortunately, although providing a benchmark measurement, monitoring ET over
large areas with these systems is not feasible due to their expense and ongoing maintenance needs
[35]. One approach to overcome the inherent spatial constraint of ground-based monitoring is to use
satellite-based platforms, which provide information on surface properties at scales from around a
meter to tens of kilometers [36]. Indeed, to compensate for the spatial limitation of ground-based
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measurement devices, there is an extensive history of combining satellite data with process-based
descriptions of the evaporative process to estimate ET [37]. With an increasing heritage of spacebased platforms, satellite observations can also provide a long-term record for analysis of global and
regional trends and variability [14,15,38].
In a recent synthesis paper, Fisher et al. [33] highlighted the need to obtain ET with high accuracy
and with high spatial and temporal resolutions. Unfortunately, satellite-based retrieval has generally
required a compromise between spatial and temporal resolution. That is, one can obtain imagery
occasionally at high-resolution, or frequently but at coarse resolutions. While coarse resolution
products are well suited for climate studies [14,15,38,39], they are suboptimal for farm scale analysis,
where fine spatial detail is needed [40]. Indeed, for precision agriculture [41], the characterization of
the spatial variability both between and within fields is necessary not only to quantify water needs
and to establish effective irrigation scheduling [42], but also to provide the level of detail needed to
drive informed water and nutrient management decisions.
A promising technology for overcoming these spatiotemporal constraints has been the
development and deployment of CubeSats [43]. These small satellite systems exploit the
miniaturization of digital electronics and other commercial off-the-shelf components to provide a
cost-effective alternative to traditional satellite missions. The standard 1-unit (1U) CubeSat has
approximate dimensions of 10 × 10 × 10 cm and a weight of around one kilogram, making it affordable
to launch [44] and providing a building block upon which larger systems can be developed. The
central concept behind achieving a high spatiotemporal density is that instead of launching a single
CubeSat, multiple systems can be launched relatively cheaply, providing an expanded capacity for
both overpass repetition and replacement, given their shorter lifetime (relative to standard earth
observation satellite missions). One company that has taken advantage of the CubeSat approach is
Planet (www.planet.com), who has deployed more than 170 small satellites into low earth orbit using
a 3U configuration (i.e., 10 × 10 × 30 cm). Most of these satellites are equipped with an imaging unit
that captures snapshots at up to 3 m pixel resolution from four bands in the blue, green, red and nearinfrared portions of the spectrum. Using the entire constellation of Planet CubeSats, near-daily
monitoring of the Earth surface can be achieved [45]. Although these CubeSat “Doves” only provide
optical imagery, they represent an entirely new earth observing resource that can be used to derive
hydrological variables such as evaporation [43] or vegetation parameters [46,47].
Given the unsustainable nature of water use in the agricultural sector globally, it is critical that
a clearer understanding of crop water demand and requirements is available for both resource
assessment and planning. Here we combine the new sensing capabilities afforded by CubeSats, in
conjunction with the well-established PT-JPL model, to demonstrate the estimation of crop water use
at unprecedented spatial and high temporal resolutions. Apart from demonstrating the highest
spatial resolution temporal sequence of crop water use ever retrieved from space, some of the key
objectives of this work were to (1) evaluate the capacity of CubeSats to provide crop water use
information at precision agricultural scales; (2) to assess these retrievals against a time-series of towerbased flux measurements and irrigation flow-meter data; (3) to assess the performance of a modified
PT-JPL model for dry and hot environments; and (4) to identify modeling and data challenges related
to using such high spatiotemporal imagery in an operational context.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site
The study focuses on a center-pivot irrigated farmland located in an arid region of Saudi Arabia.
The site, which operates as a commercial agricultural facility, is located between Al-Kharj and Haradh
(Figure 1), approximately 200 km southeast of Riyadh. The farm consists of 50 center-pivot fields,
each with a diameter of approximately 800 m and representing an agricultural surface area
approaching 24 km2. The primary agricultural outputs from the farm during the study period were
alfalfa, Rhodes grass, and maize. The region is mostly cloud-free throughout the year, but has an
atmosphere with a sizeable aerosol loading [48], with sandstorms occurring on a semi-regular basis.
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Typical of the region, the climate is extreme, with average high summer temperatures of 43 °C and
low annual precipitation values of around 100 mm year−1 [49]. Given the negligible amount of
precipitation, all the pivots are irrigated with water extracted from an unmanaged fossil aquifer.

Figure 1. Enhanced natural color representation of the Tawdeehiya arable farm using a 3 m Planet
image from 8 October 2016. The location of the eddy covariance system and collocated meteorological
station are marked with a blue ring.

2.2. Satellite Data and Derivation of Vegetation Metrics
The constellation of Planet CubeSats provides an approximately 3 m ground sampling distance
at a near-daily coverage over land. Here, we focus on an intensive period of fieldwork performed in
late 2016, with 16 cloud free Level 3A PlanetScope ortho tile images collected between September and
December forming the basis of our analysis. It is worth noting that at this time, only around 75
CubeSats formed the Planet constellation, so daily coverage was not yet available (see Figure 2). As
of mid-2018, the constellation has grown to approximately 175, allowing for near-daily revisit times.
The PlanetScope ortho tile product merges consecutive CubeSat scenes into a single 25 × 25 km tile
that is orthorectified and referenced to a UTM projection, providing a final pixel size of 3.125 m
[45,47]. Further details on the CubeSat imagery used in this study can be found in Houborg and
McCabe [47]. Available Landsat 8 images were also acquired for the same period. Approximately half
of the farm is observed by two different overlapping Landsat scene paths (165/43 and 164/43),
increasing the temporal resolution from the usual 16 days to 8 days. In both cases, nadir (straightdown) imaging was enforced.
Conforming to the CubeSat approach of using commercial off-the-shelf components, the
onboard sensors are not research grade, and can have a spectral response with a wider bandwidth
and low signal to noise ratio compared to the imaging sensors on platforms such as Landsat 8 or
Sentinel 2 [47]. There are also inter-satellite sensor differences that need to be accounted for to
produce consistent imagery for intercomparison and merging. In order to address these CubeSat
specific issues (as well as to atmospherically correct the imagery), the CubeSat Enabled SpatioTemporal Enhancement Method (CESTEM) of Houborg and McCabe [47] was employed. CESTEM
leverages a machine learning based workflow that integrates high radiometric quality satellite data
(e.g., MODIS and Landsat 8) with CubeSat imagery to produce retrievals that are radiometrically
consistent with Landsat 8 surface reflectances. Here, CESTEM is also employed to provide leaf area
index (LAI) maps at the CubeSat overpass date, following the approach outlined in Houborg and
McCabe [50]. The accuracy of the LAI product over our study site and retrieval period has been
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previously validated [46]. For training purposes, all the available Landsat 8 images were used as
target variables in the production of CESTEM-derived LAI. Figure 2 shows the LAI time-series
produced over the center-pivot study site, which was growing maize at this time. As can be seen, the
entire growing cycle for this maize pivot is well captured by the CubeSat imagery, showing peak
growth around day of the year (DOY) 277, from a planting date starting on DOY 227. The total crop
growth cycle covers approximately 113 days, with harvest on DOY 340.
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Figure 2. Pivot-averaged CubeSat derived LAI time series for the study period corresponding to the
maize crop where the eddy covariance tower was installed. The purple diamond indicates the LAI
derived from CubeSat observations. The orange lines represent the Landsat 8 imagery acquisition
days. The green line is a smooth-curve fit to the LAI retrievals for illustration purposes.

2.3. Eddy Covariance Measurements and Meteorological Data
In situ heat and water vapor flux measurements were acquired by an eddy covariance tower
that was installed next to the study pivot (blue ring in Figure 1) during the study period. The raw 10
Hz data was processed, filtered and quality checked using the LICOR EddyPro software to derive 30
min average measurements of sensible heat flux ( ), evapotranspiration ( ) and friction velocity
( ∗ ). Meteorological data were recorded in parallel using a colocated weather station installed on the
eddy covariance tower. Measurements of net radiation ( ), air temperature ( ), wind speed ( ) and
direction, relative humidity ( ), ground heat flux ( ) and other ancillary data were obtained from
these data. The eddy covariance sonic anemometer and infrared gas analyzer were placed at a
measurement height of approximately 3.8 m, while the colocated weather station radiometer was
positioned at 3 m above ground level. Other instruments such as the air temperature and humidity
sensor were installed at a height of 2 m. Over the course of the study period, the energy balance
closure of the system was 0.85 on average, with a minimum value of 0.59 and a maximum value of
1.23. Closure was forced upon the measurements following the Bowen ratio correction method [35],
which assumes that the Bowen ratio is accurately reproduced by the eddy covariance system. It
should be noted that the ideal value for the energy balance closure is that of unity. However, due to
factors that are still debated, closure is seldom achieved [51,52].
Considering that the eddy covariance flux footprint [53] was not always centered over the crop
field at the time of satellite overpass, meteorological forcing and flux evaluation data were only
analyzed for those measurements taken when the wind direction was between 0 and 100 degrees
north (i.e., data with fluxes arriving from within the field). By doing this, we avoid the sampling of
fluxes from the desert and any subsequent mixed signal contributions. Furthermore, only daytime
fluxes, defined to be between 7:30 am and 4:00 pm, were used. It was also assumed that the LAI and
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) remain constant throughout the day. A total of 285
30 min averaged eddy covariance records overlapped with the 16 days of CubeSat retrievals, of which
79 records satisfied the wind direction and daytime constraint. From these, 8 were removed as they
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corresponded to a period with no satellite coverage on the eastern side of the farm, and 22 were
marked as low quality following Mauder [54]. Ultimately, 49 unique ET records and their
corresponding meteorological forcing data observed at varying times during the day were available
for model retrieval and product evaluation.
To examine the utility of using CubeSats observations to estimate daily ET for precision
agriculture, an additional evaluation set was compiled from model retrievals forced with data at 10
am, which is the approximate timing of the CubeSat overpass and is within two hours before solar
noon as recommended by Colaizzi et al. [55] for daily extrapolation. Following the approach of
Jackson et al. [56], these instantaneous ET estimates were extrapolated to daily ET using an
approximation relating the ratio of daytime incoming solar radiation to the instantaneous incoming
solar radiation (
/ ) under clear sky conditions.
2.4. Eddy Covariance Footprint Derivation
The tower-based eddy covariance flux values are influenced by a time-varying source area. That
is, the ground surface area that contributes to the flux measured at the tower is not always of the
same size or location, as its orientation and dimensions change according to wind and atmospheric
conditions. As such, at any given time, each footprint shape and size is determined by atmospheric
stability, wind speed, wind direction, lateral wind dispersion, and instrument effective measurement
height. To more realistically compare modeled ET with observations from the eddy covariance
system, it is necessary to mathematically determine the eddy covariance footprint at the time of the
observation. To compute the effective measurement height ( ), a linear map between vegetation
fractional cover and canopy height was implemented:
= −

2
2
= − ℎ = − (ℎ
3
3

+ (ℎ

−ℎ

)∙ )

(1)

where is instrument height,
is the zero-plane displacement height (estimated as 2/3 of the
canopy height ℎ [57]),
=(
−
)/(
−
) is the vegetation fractional
cover (with
and
being the maximum and minimum NDVI values for the period),
and ℎ
= 2.5
and ℎ
= 0.1
are the maximum and minimum vegetation height values
respectively, which are derived from in situ measurements for maize (n.b. if there is no information
about minimum and maximum canopy height, standard agronomic tables could also be used). The
value for fractional cover was taken as an area average of the pivot adjacent to the eddy covariance
tower to comply with the required homogeneity assumption of the footprint model.
The footprints were computed using the approach of Kljun et al. [58] up to the 90% contribution
distance. This approach was selected based on its low computational requirements, ease of
implementation for use with raster images, and overall accuracy. Here, the footprint is a
mathematical construct that accounts for the effect of all sources or sinks that contribute to a
measurement flux [53], taking the form of the following relationship:
(0,0,

)=

( , )∙ ( , )

(2)

where (0,0, ) is the measured flux at the receptor location and effective measurement height
,
( , ) is the source or sink of the flux, and ( , ) is the footprint function. The footprint function
is defined as:
( , )=

( )∙

(3)

( ) is the crosswind-integrated footprint and
where
is the crosswind dispersion function.
Further details on this approach can be found in Kljun et al. [58]. The footprint model was applied on
a pixel basis to derive a 2D map that could be used in conjunction with the estimated
evapotranspiration maps. This required a resampling to 1 m and to use equation (1) with a discrete
approach:
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(0,0,

)=

∙

(4)

where n is the number of pixels that comprise the area up to the 90% contribution,
is the flux
value at the corresponding th pixel and
is the value of the footprint function of pixel .
2.5. Model Description (PT-JPL)
The Priestley-Taylor Jet Propulsion Laboratory (PT-JPL) retrieval model has been evaluated
extensively across a wide range of biomes [27,29,30], time scales [14,15,31], and environments
[13,28,32]. The model used in this study is a slightly modified version of the original PT-JPL approach
described in Fisher et al. [27], which requires a minimum of commonly available meteorological
forcing and satellite data. The model was originally designed to be run at the month-to-daily time
scale, rather than on an instantaneous basis. A brief description of the model as implemented herein
follows, with a focus on some key adjustments that better reflect the time scales employed here and
features of the dryland system examined.
PT-JPL partitions actual ET into three components: canopy transpiration ( ), soil evaporation
( ), and canopy interception evaporation ( ). To compute the actual ET, the model downscales
the potential ET for the three components based on a set of biophysical multipliers. These biophysical
multipliers represent constraints for the surface wetness (
), fraction of green canopy ( ), plant
temperature ( ), plant moisture ( ) and soil moisture ( ). Detailed information behind the
specification of the biophysical multipliers, model parameters and model constants can be found in
a range of previously published contributions [13,27–29,32] and in Table S1.
The potential evapotranspiration is computed using the Priestley-Taylor equation [26], with the
total ET expressed as:
=

+

+

(5)

The three components depend on the available energy to each of the layers and are calculated
by:
= (1 −

=

+

)∙

(1 −

=

Δ
∙
Δ+

∙

Δ
∙(
Δ+

) ∙

Δ
∙
Δ+

∙

(6)

− )

(7)

(8)

where
,
, , , Δ, and are the net radiation to the canopy, net radiation to the soil, ground
heat flux, Priestley-Taylor coefficient (with a constant value of 1.26), the slope of the saturation to
vapor pressure curve and the psychrometric constant respectively. Radiation partitioning into soil
and canopy components was performed using:
=

∙

∙
=

−

(9)
(10)

where
= 0.6, following the original model parameterization [27].
To exploit the availability of the CubeSat-based remotely sensed vegetation datasets (see Section
2.2), LAI was specified as an input to the model rather than being derived through an NDVI based
fractional vegetation cover (as in the original formulation). LAI is involved in the partitioning of
into soil and canopy components (Equation 9 and Equation 10). As previously noted, these distinct
NDVI and LAI products derive from the CESTEM framework [47].
Given the influence of the soil heat flux (G) at the instantaneous time scales examined here, a
separate computation of G based on the approach of Santanello and Friedl [59] was incorporated:
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=

∙ cos

2 ( + 10,800)

∙

(11)

where = 0.31 represents the maximum expected value of /
, = 74,000 is a constant that
minimizes the deviation of /
from Equation 11, to the soil heat flux simulations made by
Santanello and Friedl [59], and is the time in seconds between the retrieval time and solar noon.
Through Equations 9 to 11, the CubeSat derived crop specific LAI values play a vital role in
partitioning the available energy for soil and canopy evaporation and in the computation of the soil
heat flux.
The plant temperature constraint ( ) was also modified to only depend on air temperature
( ) as opposed to the original parametrization that required the computation of an optimal growth
temperature for global application. The derivation of optimal growth temperatures for semi-arid
environments has been shown to be unnecessary [28]. Thus, by avoiding the computation of this
parameter, we avoid the need for site specific calibration. Importantly, this new temperature
parameter only constrains low temperature values. The modification was done based on the features
of our specific environment, which is characterized by non-limiting air temperatures:
=

1
1 + e

(12)

)

. ∙(

An additional modification included the parametrization of the fraction of photosynthetically
active radiation absorbed by the vegetation cover (
), which was adjusted using a
parametrization based on NDVI [60,61]:
= (NDVI − NDVI

)/(NDVI

− NDVI

)

(13)

where
= 0.84 is the maximum NDVI value for the vegetated areas and
= 0.05 is
the minimum value of NDVI over bare soil for the study period. This approach assumes that a pixel’s
spectral response consists only of the linear combination of the green vegetation and bare soil. It was
first proposed by Wittich and Hansing [62] and has been shown to work adequately compared to
other common methods (such as Xiao and Moody [63]), while remaining computationally simple.
The
parameter is then incorporated into the model following the original study of Fisher et al.
[27] (Table S1)
Finally, given that we incorporate no specific information on the soil moisture or thermal data,
the sensitivity parameter
was increased from its original value of 1 to a more representative value
of 3, based on our knowledge of the local environment (i.e., an irrigated dryland) and the specifics of
the instrument placement (i.e., advective conditions present on site). Modifying this parameter
directly affects the value of the soil moisture constraint
=

/

(14)

with the increase in
translating to an increase in the value of
(or greater soil moisture
availability). The
value was modified due to the lower than expected estimates for the soil
moisture constraint over our well irrigated fields and given the low vapor pressure deficit of the
environment where our weather station was installed. Such an approach was previously outlined in
Fisher et al. [27].
For comparison purposes, the original parametrization of the model was also evaluated (albeit
with the addition of the soil heat flux estimation routine) and served as a benchmark to quantify
potential model improvement.
2.6. Model Evaluation Criteria
The performance of the instantaneous PT-JPL model retrievals was evaluated against the
ground-based eddy covariance data using a number of statistical metrics as described in Table 1.
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( , ) is the covariance between the
Table 1. Statistical metrics used for model assessment. Where
measured values
and the footprint integrated remote sensing retrievals ,
is the standard
deviation, ̅ is the mean value of the observed values and is the number of samples.
Statistic

Formula
( , )
=
∙

Coefficient of determination
( )
Bias

=

Relative mean bias difference
(
)

=

Root mean square error
(
)

=

Relative root mean square error
(
)

=

1

1
1

1

Notes
Measures the percent of the variability
explained by the model

(

−

)

(

−

)

(

−

The mean error between the observations
and the estimations
̅

)

Normalized

Gives an indicator of model accuracy

Normalized
(

−

)
̅

by the mean value of the
observations

by the mean value of
the observations

3. Results
Using the available CubeSat-derived vegetation retrievals and the previously described sets of
meteorological forcing data, we derived crop water use estimates using both the original and
modified model formulations for the period from September to December 2016. In this section, we
assess the footprint integrated model retrievals against the eddy covariance observations, together
with a demonstration of the potential of these data for precision agricultural applications.
3.1. Description of Eddy Covariance Footprints
A common rule of thumb suggests that the footprint fetch (i.e., the horizontal upwind distance
from the tower to the footprint’s extent when integrated to the 90% contribution) is approximately
one hundred times the measurement height. However, this has been shown to commonly
overestimate the extent [64]. Furthermore, the approximation provides no information on the width
of the footprint. During periods of a low ratio of wind to friction velocity and an unstable atmosphere,
the contributions of the surface fluxes can come from a relatively small area (i.e., near the tower).
Thus, there is a need for the CubeSat-derived heat flux maps to have a high enough spatial extent
(and resolution) to be comparable with the eddy covariance measured heat flux.
Figure 3 presents a box plot of the 49 upwind distances at which the cumulative footprint reaches
90% of the total flux. For example, the left-most box plot (blue in color) summarizes all the footprint
estimates, producing an average fetch of 167 m and indicating that half the footprints (i.e., the
interquartile range) have a size between 93 m and 265 m. This means that the average footprint covers
a relatively small area in relation to the total pivot area (c.a. 50 ha). The footprints were further
stratified into three groups according to wind direction. The first group comprises 18 footprints that
come from 0 to 20 degrees from north (orange box plot). In this first group, half of the footprints have
small fetch distance close to 126 m. Still, some footprints had a large fetch and occurred at the end of
the study period when the field was bare (reflected by the top whisker). The second grouping (grey
box plot) also has 18 samples and shows footprints with origins from 20 to 40 degrees, with the plot
showing a skew towards larger fetch distances. The last group (with 13 samples) corresponds to
footprints that come from 40 to 100 degrees and shows both the smallest (16 m) and the largest fetch
distances (324 m).
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Figure 3. Upwind distances at which the cumulative footprint reaches 90% of the total flux for the
study period. Individual boxes show (from L-R): all computed footprints, footprints coming from 0
to 20 (N = 18), 20 to 40 (N = 18) and 40 to 100 (N = 13) degrees from north. The whiskers represent the
minimum and maximum values of each group of footprints (i.e., the range of the footprint fetch), the
lower side of the box is the 25th percentile, the upper side is the 75th percentile, and the central line
is the median.

The small size or width of some of the footprints can make it difficult to compare the remotely
estimated fluxes to the eddy covariance tower values: at least in those cases where the spatial
resolution of the satellite retrievals is unable to capture the contributing area (i.e., when the footprint
is less than the observable resolution). For instance, Landsat 8 retrievals, with a 30 m spatial
resolution, would have been unable to resolve the smallest footprint fetch distance of 16 m for our
dataset as it would have been contained within a single pixel. Furthermore, the contribution to the
measured flux is not uniform inside the footprint, with the most contributing flux sources tending to
be closer to the tower location. In the arid environment studied here, the lateral wind dispersion also
plays an important role, as some of the footprints can be outside of the irrigated field (i.e., sampling
from the surrounding desert). For the eddy covariance system, this could mean a violation of the
homogeneity assumption of the technique. For the remotely derived data, this also presents a
challenge, as the footprint integration could combine fluxes from both vegetated and bare soil areas,
lowering the evapotranspiration estimates as a result. It should be noted that the footprints are
derived from different dates and times. The distance to the 90% contribution depends not only on
crop height (which affects the effective measurement distance) and wind speed but also on the
atmospheric conditions, where the fetch distance is larger under stable conditions [65].
3.2. Impact of Model Adjustment on Flux Simulations
Figure 4 shows the retrieved evapotranspiration values from both the original and modified PTJPL model against the measured eddy covariance fluxes (n = 49). Both parametrizations present a
consistent coefficient of determination of approximately 0.86, indicating that each model variant
explains most of the observed variability. However, the modified version outperforms the original
parametrization in other statistical aspects. The new formulation has less than half of the bias (−66.0
W m−2 vs. −135.9 W m−2), reflecting a relative mean bias of −22.9% compared to −47.3% in the original
parameterization. Moreover, the modified version also has a significantly lower rRMSE value (32.87%
vs. 55.53%). In a different dryland system, Garcia et al. [28] attributed the systematic underestimation
of the original PT-JPL formulation to a misrepresentation of the underlying soil moisture status. In
another study, Purdy et al. [66] integrated SMAP soil moisture into PT-JPL and found the most
improvement in arid and semi-arid climates. Although there is still an underestimation at higher flux
values, this is in line with previous studies in which advection can cause the observed ET to be higher
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than the available energy by 30–50 percent [67]. It follows that advective effects pose a
parametrization constraint to models that use available energy to estimate potential evaporation.
Another contributing factor to the underestimation can also come from the footprint integration of
the fluxes, given that one of the underlying assumptions for the footprint model is that of a
homogeneous surface and that sources close to the eddy covariance tower contribute more to the
integrated value.
Original PT-JPL
R2 = 0.87
bias -135.9 W m-2
rMBD = -47.3%
rRMSE = 55.53%

500

R2 = 0.86
bias = -66.0 W m-2
rMBD = -22.9%
rRMSE = 32.87%
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Estimated ET (W m⁻²)
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Figure 4. Evaluation scatterplots for the original (left) and modified (right) PT-JPL model. Fluxes,
where the corresponding LAI value is larger than four, are displayed in red (n = 23), while the rest of
the data points are shown in light blue (n = 26). The period with low LAI has higher rRMSE that may
be attributed to inadequate representation of the soil moisture. The green ring highlights two points
with ET underestimation under low LAI conditions, while the purple ring emphasizes a point with
low ET under high LAI (discussed in the text below).

The performance of the modified model was also analyzed by comparing retrievals
discriminated by an LAI threshold value of 4 m2 m−2. This comparison is presented as part of figure
4 in which fluxes where
≥ 4 are shown as red circles for both the modified and original model.
For the original parametrization (left panel) a large underestimation can be observed that is
irrespective of vegetation condition, with an rRMSE of 46.8% and 69.5% for the high LAI and low
LAI periods respectively. The modified model (right panel) shows improvement under both regimes.
For the low LAI period, the bias was −63.2 W m−2 and rRMSE was 49.0%. The two high ET points for
this regime present a strong underestimation and occurred during DOY 255 when the crop was not
fully developed (green ring on Figure 4). The bias and rRMSE values during the high LAI period
were −69.2 W m−2 and 24.6% respectively, reinforcing that the model performs relatively poorer under
low LAI conditions. It is worth noting that the low value (purple ring on Figure 4) on this subset
occurred in the late afternoon, when lower ET fluxes are to be expected.
Two points should be emphasized here: (1) the footprint integration process during periods of
peak vegetation growth have values that generally reflect a smaller and more homogeneous area,
given that the canopy height reduces footprint fetch distance and that the crop has mostly reached
maturity; and (2) for the period with low LAI, most of the ET can be attributed to soil evaporation,
and therefore the underestimation may be partly attributed to an inadequate soil moisture
representation, as the major contributor to crop water use would likely derive from the soil
component (
) under irrigation conditions. Given the location of the meteorological tower, this
misrepresentation could be due to lower sensed RH values influenced by the surrounding dry air,
which are ultimately reflected via the
function.
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To further examine the impact of footprint response on retrievals, a comparison of the footprint
integrated fluxes was undertaken, discriminating data based on the predominant wind direction (as
was shown in section 3.1. Figure 5 presents flux estimates when the wind was coming from 0–20
degrees from north (left; n = 18), from 20–40 (middle; n = 18) and from 40-100 degrees (right; n = 13).
In the first instance (0–20 degrees), when the source area is coming predominantly from the north of
the tower, the model presents a degraded response, with a significant underestimation bias. For this
subset, 11 of the 18 measurements overlapped the peak growth period. As already mentioned, the
poorer performance for low LAI cases may be due to soil moisture misrepresentation, while the
underestimation during peak growth could be attributed to advection. For the 20–40 degree results,
there is a strong correlation to the data, although in other statistics it is comparable to the overall
performance of the modified model, with a rMBD of −23.7% and rRMSE of 32.6%. This set had only
five observations during the period with high LAI, with three of these occurring later in the day
where lower fluxes are expected. The 40–100 degree subset, which captures those fluxes derived from
towards the center of the field, shows a strong statistical response, with low bias (−23.1 W m−2) and
rRMSE values (22.3%). These data also present the lowest rMBD of −9.6%, an error that is comparable
to eddy covariance measurement uncertainty in the most ideal cases [35,68]. The vegetation
conditions in this subset (n = 13) were split almost evenly between low and peak growth LAI.
Interestingly, the average wind speed and friction velocities for the 40–100 direction were much lower
than for the 0–20 data, with average values of = 0.9 / ; ∗ = 0.15 / compared with =
2.6 / ; ∗ = 0.31 / (for the 0–20 degree data). These lower values could signal lower advective
effects, thus favoring an increased agreement with the flux retrievals.

0–20

20–40

R2 = 0.96
bias = -47.9 W m-2
rMBD = -23.7%
rRMSE = 32.6%

R2 = 0.80
bias = -115.0 W m-2
rMBD = -39.6%
rRMSE = 45.9%

Estimated ET (W m⁻²)
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rMBD = -9.6%
rRMSE = 22.3%
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100
0
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Figure 5. Evaluation scatterplots for the footprint integrated datasets, showing (left) fluxes from
within 0–20 degrees of the tower (n = 18), (middle) fluxes within 20–40 degrees (n = 18) and (right)
the 40–100 degrees data (n = 13).

3.3. Potential of Crop Water Use Estimates From CubeSats for Precision Agriculture
Using the modified PT-JPL model, we expand the analysis to estimate daily evaporative water
use for the entire study site, assuming that the tower based meteorological information (see Figure 2)
is representative of the surrounding farmland. The instantaneous ET retrievals were extrapolated to
daily values using the approach of Jackson [69]. Colaizzi et al. [55] recommended that the
instantaneous flux should be within two hours of solar noon, so we used derived fluxes at 10 am.
Figure 6 presents a daily ET map for DOY 277. The map shows a large degree of spatial
variability within many of the pivots, reflecting different planting dates (e.g., one half of a pivot may
be planted at a different time to the other half), or that some are only partially planted (brown fields
represent unplanted locations). Considerable within field variability can also be observed, possibly
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identifying areas affected by nutrient deficiency, water stress, soil salinity or related management
and environmental factors. Lower evaporation rates can be observed at the boundary of many of the
pivots, which is likely a response of either plant stress (due to lower irrigation rates at the edges) or
wind and advection effects from the surrounding desert (i.e., hot dry winds affecting the health and
vigor of these unprotected plants). Importantly, there is incredibly rich spatial (and temporal) detail
that is present in these high-resolution CubeSat retrievals that even Landsat scale estimates are
unable to retrieve [43]. From this figure alone, the amount of water being used by the 34 cultivated
fields was estimated at 72,900 m3, or approximately 2150 m3 per vegetated field.

Figure 6. Daily crop water use estimates in mm day−1 for DOY 277 with a false color background,
derived from high-resolution CubeSat LAI and ground measured meteorological data. For this day,
the 34 crops under planting are using an estimated 72,900 m3 or approximately 2150 m3 per field.
Fields in brown are bare and not included in this estimate.

To undertake a more detailed assessment, a center-pivot planted with maize was selected for
analysis. This particular field was fitted with a flowmeter during the campaign, allowing an estimate
of the applied irrigation rates to be determined. The planting schedule was conducted on two
different dates, with the upper half sown on DOY 210 and the lower half on DOY 218. Figure 7 shows
the daily ET time-series for the pivot evolution in mm day−1, from before sowing, through crop
maturity, to post-harvesting. As can be seen, the impact of the delayed planting schedule is
observable, as the lower half of the field has a consistently lower evaporation rate relative to the upper
area. Despite a uniform fertigation treatment, the field still displays a significant degree of variability,
particularly on its lower half and edges, although these seem to normalize during the latter parts of
the growing cycle.
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Figure 7. Crop development and water use for a selected maize pivot. The different planting dates for
the upper and lower portions of the field introduce within-field variability that was observable from
the CubeSat imagery. Fertigation occurred between DOY 254 and DOY 270.

Figure 8 presents the fields averaged LAI calculated using CESTEM (see Section 2.2) together
with the temporal pattern of derived crop water use. The field reveals quite a different response from
the flux evaluation field in Figure 2, with a peak LAI of 3.6 m2 m−2 that is 25% lower than the 4.8 m2
m−2 measured near the eddy covariance tower. As expected, the daily crop water use time-series of
Figure 7 (mm day-1) reflects the development pattern of LAI, given the key role this variable plays in
the PT-JPL model. An interesting response is evident from the last two crop water use estimates (DOY
340 and 348), which show a decreasing evaporation rate of approximately 1.7–1.3 mm day−1 in the
absence of any significant LAI. As can be seen from Figure 8, the field was cropped close to DOY 340,
so this evaporation is likely a result of the residual crop cover, or purely as a response of the soil
evaporation component. It may also reflect the impact of using meteorological forcing variables from
a different field, which were assumed to be representative of the entire farm.
To supplement the evaluation undertaken at this site and to provide a broader context on these
particular field measurements, crop water use estimates from maize fields grown under different
meteorological forcing and environmental conditions were also reviewed. Li et al. [70] reported a
range from 1.5–6.5 mm day-1 during the growing season of maize in northwest China, while, Chávez
et al. [71] found values in the range of 2.5–6.5 mm day−1 during the one month SMACEX and SMEX02
campaigns. Tyagi et al. [72] observed a slightly larger range of 3–7 mm day−1 during their experiment
over Karnal, India for the growing seasons of 1996 and 1997, while Gu et al. [73] provided an estimate
between 2–4 mm day−1 for the whole maize season of 2008 in the Zhangye Oasis of China. While
providing a broad range of crop water estimates for maize under a range of growing conditions, these
literature values are consistent with those reported in Figures 6–8.
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Figure 8. Pivot-averaged LAI time series and extrapolated daily ET values derived from a sequence
of CubeSat imagery over a flow-monitored field of maize. The purple symbols indicate the CubeSat
overpass dates (and LAI retrievals), while the orange bars provide daily ET rates (mm day−1). The
green line is a smooth fit to the available LAI values for illustration purposes only.
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Inspection of the flow meter data installed on the pivot reveals a daily irrigation rate of
approximately 12 mm day−1 (on average), with a standard deviation of 2.6 mm day−1 for September,
October and November. Irrigation occurred daily, but was stopped on DOY 319, reflected by
decreasing evaporation rates and reduced LAI values. Irrigation efficiency, defined as the ratio of
actual daily ET to applied irrigation [74], was computed for all retrieval days in which irrigation was
higher than ET. As can be seen from Figure 9, irrigation efficiency ranged from 22% to 72%, with a
mean value of 40%. The expected mismatch between ET and applied irrigation is due to several
factors, including water losses due to infiltration, evaporative losses of the sprinkler system (before
the water reaches the field), water storage on the soil (ponding), as well as night time transpiration,
which is rarely considered but can account for between 3–8% of evaporative loss [75,76]. One of the
most significant losses is related to sprinkler losses due to wind effects, which have been estimated
at up to 17.5% [77].
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Figure 9. Daily ET and irrigation rates in mm day−1 for the study period. Irrigation efficiency is also
shown for the days in which irrigation exceeds crop water use with an average value of 40%. The
fields ceased irrigation on DOY 319.

4. Discussion
One of the motivations for this work was to examine whether existing modeling approaches
could be employed at the spatiotemporal scales necessary for precision agricultural purposes. Indeed,
recent advances in remote sensing platforms [78–80] and modeling approaches [27,81,82] have
afforded the opportunity to quantify within-field spatial variability of both inputs (e.g., water and
fertilizer) and potential outputs (yield). CubeSat imagery may offer an ideal platform that allows this
potential to be realized [43,83]. Following the results of previous intercomparison studies that have
highlighted the utility of PT-JPL [13–15], we developed a modified version of this model for the
particular features of both our study site and the dataset being employed. These modifications
included the incorporation of a CubeSat-derived LAI product, a time and vegetation dependent
computation of soil heat flux and the modification of three key biophysical parameters: the plant
temperature constraint ( ), the fraction of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the
vegetation cover (
), and the sensitivity to relative humidity of the soil moisture constraint ( )
by increasing the value of the
parameter. It should be noted that although the daily estimates of
crop water use of this study are within range of those presented in the literature, the 30 min averaged
measurements were used to represent instantaneous quantities both for model forcing, evaluation
and daily extrapolation, which could contribute to slight disagreement between computed and
observed fluxes [55].
While encouraging, the results also identified areas for potential model improvement. For
instance, a previously documented limitation [28] relates to the models capacity to account for soil
moisture status. One approach to address this may be to use radar backscatter data (i.e., from Sentinel
1) to obtain a soil water index instead of using the current approach based on point-scale measured
relative humidity [84,85]. As was discussed in Section 3.2, the RH sensor can be influenced by the
surrounding dry air, leading to a soil moisture underestimation and hence lower evaporative fluxes.
Another avenue for improvement could be the integration of land surface temperature, which may
contain information on the soil moisture status [28]. Incorporation of thermal information could come
from traditional satellite missions such as Landsat 8, although this would impose a constraint. To
address spatial mismatches between CubeSat data (3 m), active backscatter retrievals (10 m) or land
surface temperatures (100 m), one could exploit statistical downscaling methods [86–88]. Such
approaches have been demonstrated previously, albeit at coarser scales [89]. For example, RodriguezGaliano et al. [90] examined the downscaling of Landsat 7 LST images using a sharpening approach
based on NDVI, while Peng et al. [91] increased the spatial resolution of soil moisture products using
the relationship between the vegetation index and temperature trapezoid [84]. While integrating
thermal sensors into CubeSats would provide an ideal solution, this has proven challenging, even for
earth-bound unmanned vehicle platforms [92–95]. Of particular interest, the recently launched
ECOSTRESS mission [33,96] will offer an opportunity to explore the value of diurnal temperature
data.
An intrinsic limitation of most existing ET models is their inability to account for advection.
Indeed, under advective conditions in dry climates, ET can be higher than available energy by 3050% [67]. In such instances, modeled ET will invariably be lower than what is measured. A possible
solution to this would be to incorporate advection terms into the model parametrization, or in the
case of Priestley-Taylor based models, adjust the
parameter. Song et al. [97] evaluated the
applicability of a landcover dependent
parameter into a two-source energy balance model,
showing that this led to better ET estimates under advective conditions. A more generic challenge in
ET modeling relates to product evaluation. Indeed, a major theoretical limitation of footprint
assessment approaches is the assumption of surface homogeneity, which in most cases, may not be
realistic [98]. The impact of imprecise canopy heights on the footprint integration is reflected in
slightly different footprint fetch distances. Importantly, this change does not dramatically affect the
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footprint integrated flux, as the contribution to the overall flux decreases with distance from the eddy
covariance position [58]. However, care must be taken in tower positioning, as surface
inhomogeneities close to the sensor have a substantial contribution to the footprint integrated flux
[99]. As it turns out, the results of our flux footprint integration tend to be quite similar to those
obtained by using pivot-averaged flux values. The statistical results obtained from using a pivotaveraged flux yielded an
of 0.82 and an rRMSE of 36.5%. These slightly degraded results are due
to the different surface representativeness of the computed flux value.
Fisher et al. [33] have previously highlighted the need for a higher spatiotemporal resolution in
ET estimates. With the launch of the twin Sentinel-2 satellites, 10–20 m resolution optical imagery
with a 5-day revisit time is now available, paving the way for a better understanding of scaling issues
in ET retrievals and acting as a potential bridge between CubeSat and Landsat 8 resolutions. Yet, the
question remains as to how much resolution is enough? Is the CubeSat 3 m near daily resolution
sufficient, or do we require the centimeter and sub-daily resolutions that are now available from
UAV-based platforms [100]? At what point do our current suite of models, which were designed for
much larger scales and based on assumptions of canopy homogeneity, simplified aerodynamic
resistances and the representativeness of key empirical parameters, fail relative to the forcing data
being provided and the physics captured by the enhanced observations. While our observation
capacity is becoming increasingly finer, our modeling approach has not necessarily developed in
parallel. That is, process development or physical understanding has often been deferred in favor of
just applying existing models at higher resolutions. In examining such applications, the scaling
insensitivity assumption of most evaporation models will be put to the test. If we are observing subcanopy and leaf-scale processes, do we require models that can represent the physics of those scales?
Clearly, multi-scale and multi-site studies are needed to shed light not just on the suitability of
different models, but also on the need for more rigorous physical model definitions, as well as
examining the compromise between generality and specificity (i.e., the ability to run the model over
a wide range of climates and biomes, as opposed to site-dependent tuning).
5. Conclusions
CubeSats provide an unprecedented observation capacity and the opportunity for new insights
into terrestrial processes. The present study provides the first time series examination of CubeSat
data for crop water use estimation undertaken anywhere in the world. Using CubeSat data and a
modified PT-JPL model that was adapted for instantaneous prediction in dryland climates,
instantaneous evapotranspiration estimates were calculated across the growing season of a maize
crop and evaluated against eddy covariance measurements. The PT-JPL derived fluxes showed good
statistical agreement to flux tower values, with an R2 value of 0.86, a -66 W/m2 bias (equivalent to
22.9% relative bias) and a rRMSE of 32.9%. A comparison to pivot-based irrigation data was also
undertaken, which found that the irrigation efficiency was around 40%, implying that much of the
applied water is lost to either infiltration or wind-driven sprinkler losses. The high spatial resolution
(~3 m) provided by these systems enables the capacity to undertake a more in-depth model
evaluation than is normally possible. For instance, through undertaking a high-resolution footprint
analysis, some of the model bias was attributed to an oasis effect caused by advection: a problem that
requires the incorporation of advective terms to explicitly correct. Such an approach would not be
possible using traditional single mission satellites, such as Landsat’s 30 m capacity, let alone coarser
satellite observations. Although the present study addresses a less dense network of CubeSats than
is available now, future studies will utilize more recent daily data to examine longer-term agricultural
response [50]. With daily retrievals, derived products could enable farmers to rapidly identify
potential issues within the fields, such as stressed plants, issues with irrigation or nutrient
application, or even soil physical properties that might affect plant growth. Such information is
critical to providing farm operators and managers with the insights needed to respond and remedy
issues as they appear. Given near-daily retrievals, it would also be possible to evaluate treatment
response time and effectiveness at the subplot level: something that is not possible by relying on
ground-based observations or less frequent imagery. Overall, the results from our study show the
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potential of CubeSat technology for water management and assessment. Additional research is
required to further develop evaporation models to meet the needs and represent the scales relevant
to precision agriculture. Incorporating an improved soil moisture parametrization and applying the
model over extended time periods, varying scales and different environments, constitute crucial
objectives for ongoing research.
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